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Learning goals
Basic concepts of natural language generation
Distinction of content and style in language
Views of core building blocks of an argument

•

Notions of argumentation strategies

https://commons.wikimedia.org

•
•
•

Methods
• Extractive and abstractive summarization of argumentative texts
• Knowlege-based and neural techniques for generating units
•

n-gram and neural language models for generating arguments

§

Associated research fields
• Computational linguistics

§

Within this course
•

https://pixabay.com

§

Concepts

https://pixabay.com

§

How to reuse mined and assessed arguments in new arguments
and how create fully new arguments.
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What is argument generation?
§

Argument(ation) generation
•

§

The synthesis of new argumentative units, arguments,
and argumentative texts.
We use synthesis and generation largely interchangeably here.
The EU should allow
sea patrols…
Argument generation tasks
•
•
•

Creation of a summary of one or more texts.
Modification of an existing argumentative unit.
Encoding of knowledge in a new unit.

•
•

Composition of units in arguments.
Creation of a full (longer) argumentative text.

”... in the Mediterranean Sea.
Many innocent refugees will
die if there are no rescue
boats.“

... along with variations of these.

§

Why argument generation?
• Technologies such as Project Debater should be able to form new arguments.
•

Computers may have the potential to find new argumentative connections.
... among others.
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General argumentation setting (recap)
Conclusion
Premises

argumentation
(text or speech)
selects, arranges, phrases
(encoding, synthesis)

discusses stances on

identifies, classifies, assesses
(decoding, analysis)

controversial issue
in some social context
stance on

author (speaker)
§

stance on

aims to persuade, agree with, ...

reader (audience)

Generation vs. mining and assessment
•
•

Argument generation refers to the encoding/synthesis side.
Still, mining and assessment may be required to decide what to generate.
e.g., starting from what the opponent argued before.
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Natural language generation (NLG)
Natural language generation (NLG)
•

Algorithms for the synthesis of natural language.

https://de.wikipedia.org
https://pixabay.com

§

The focus is on human-readable text (as opposed to speech).

•
§

Two general types of NLG
• Data-to-text. Phrase a new text with data from a knowledge base.
•

§

Text-to-text. Rewrite a given text into another text.

What makes NLG challenging?
•
•

§

The goal is to encode (more or less) structured
information in an unstructured text.

NLG requires to choose and create a specific textual representation from
many potential representations.
Main challenges. Grammaticality, coherence, naturalness, and many more.

Disclaimer
• Only a rough, high-level introduction to NLG is given here that is not sufficient
for working with NLG in general.
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NLG process and techniques
§

A full NLG process based on Reiter and Dale (1997)
•
•

Input. A goal of what to generate, and knowledge represented in some way.
Output. A natural language text
Goal and
knowledge

§

Text
planning

Sentence
planning

Linguistic
realization

Output
text

Main steps
•
•
•

Text planning. Select content, arrange the discourse structure of sentences.
Sentence planning. Aggregate sentence content, make lexical choices, build
referring expressions, ...
Linguistic realization. Orthographic, morphological, and syntactic processing.
Not all main steps (and far from all sub-steps) are always needed.

§

NLG techniques detailed below
•

Composition, summarization, language models, style transfer, and similar.
Often, different techniques need to be combined adequately.
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NLG techniques: Composition
§

What is meant by composition?
•
•

The generation of a text by selecting and arranging existing text fragments.
If any, phrasing is only done to account for grammaticality and coherence.
e.g., changes from singular to plural, addition of discourse markers, capitalization, and similar.

§

How to compose?
• Simple rule-based techniques start from sentence and discourse templates
whose slots are filled with information.
”I am <stance> <issue>, because <reason>.“
Issue. Death penalty
Stance. Pro
Reason. ”The death penalty kills people“
•

”I am pro death penalty,
because the death penalty
kills people.“

Composition can also be learned and encoded in statistical models, e.g., in
language models. (see below)
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NLG techniques: Summarization
§

What is a summary?
•

§

A short(er) text, derived from one or more long(er) texts, that preserves the
information important in a given context and presents it in a coherent fashion.

Summarization
•

The computational generation of a summary of one or more texts.
An entensively studied NLP task, with many applications.

•
§

Techniques. Clustering, neural text generation, graph-based methods, …

Extractive vs. abstractive summarization
• Extractive. Create summary by reusing portions of text (with no/few changes).
•

Abstractive. Reformulate core content by using new words or paraphrases.
Both types of summarization are generation tasks, because the output is a new text.

§

Single vs. multi-document summarization
•
•

Single. Summarize the information from a single (potentially long) text.
Multi. Summarize the information from several somehow related texts.
While the conceptual difference seems small, very different techniques are used usually.
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NLG techniques: Language models
§

Language model
•

A probability distribution over a sequence of words.
i.e., a language model defines a probability P(w1, ..., wm) for each sequence of words w1, ..., wm for any length m.

•

n-gram model. Approximates the probability of m words for some n as:
P (w1 , . . . , wm ) =

m
Y

i=1

§

1)

⇡

i=1

P (wi |wi

(n 1) , . . . , wi 1 )

Language models in NLG
• Given an n-gram, the most likely words following it can directly be computed.
•

Example. 2-gram model
P(fish|fish) = 0.2
P(people|fish) = 0.8

§

P (wi |w1 , . . . , wi

m
Y

P(fish|people) = 0.6
P(people|people) = 0.4

”… people fish“

0.48

”… fish people“

0.16

Input. ”fish“

How to build a language model?
•
•

Statistical. Compute probabilities from word sequences in a corpus.
Neural. Represent words by embeddings and derive probabilities accordingly.
The higher n, the more data is needed for reliable probablities. Neural models are build on up to billions of texts.
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NLG techniques: Language model demo

demo
https://talktotransformer.com
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Style transfer (1)
§

Motivation: Artistic image style transfer (Gatys et al., 2015)
•

Given an image, change its style to the style of another image.

Vincent van Gogh
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Style transfer (2)
§

Motivation: Artistic image style transfer (Gatys et al., 2015)
•

Given an image, change its style to the style of another image.

Vincent van Gogh
•

Idea. Learn what varies in one image (content) and what stays similar (style).
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NLG techniques: Style transfer
§

Natural language style
•

A specific choice of words of a particular group of people, genre, or similar.
Sometimes also interpreted broadly, e.g., sentiment polarities seen as styles.

§

Two variations of style transfer in NLP
1. Given a text, rewrite it to a text with similar content but different style.
2. Given two texts, rewrite the content of one text in the style of the other.
The first is usually done with neural models, trained on paired texts. The second resembles image style transfer.

Philosophical. ”The desire for exclusive
markets is one of the most potent causes
of war.“

Gothic. ”i am a desire of your exclusive
markets, and that you are one of the most
potent causes of your war in me.“
taken from Gero et al. (2019)

§

Specific problems of style transfer in NLP
• Style is hard to isolate from content in text.
• Violations of grammaticality and coherence are directly visible.
• Text is not fully continuous, making abstraction of content and style harder.
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Evaluation of NLG
§

How to evaluate NLG?
•
•

§

Goal. Judge quality of generated texts.
Problem. There is not the correct output.

Ground truth. ”Ban death penalty.“
Generated text. ”We should ban
the death penalty forever.“

Two types of NLG evaluation (details below)
• Automatic. All main metrics quantify word overlap between ground-truth and
generated text in some way.
Other often more task-specific metrics have been proposed, but are not used often (due to comparability).

•
§

Main criticisms of automatic evaluation metrics
•
•

§

Manual. Human annotators assess quality dimensions of generated texts.

Uninterpretability. Errors are not distinguishable, not all ”errors” are wrong.
Unreliability. Automatic and human assessment often do not correlate.

Dilemma of evaluation
•
•

Only manual evaluation is seen as reliable, but it costs time and money.
Automatic evaluation is needed to observe progress during development.
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Evaluation of NLG: Automatic metrics
§

BLEU (BiLingual Evaluation Understudy)
•

Modified n-gram precision. Fraction of the set Dgn of generated 1- to n-grams
matching ground-truth n-grams in Dgt, counting each n-gram in Dgt only once.

•

Brevity penalty. Accounts for recall, preventing high scores for short texts.
BLEU scores are in [0,1], sometimes multiplied by 100. Usually, n=2 or n=4 is used and case sensitivity is ignored.

⇣X 1
⇣
#ngram matches(d) ⌘
BLEU = exp
· log
· exp min 1
n
#ngrams(d)
d2Dgn

geometric mean

§

brevity penalty

METEOR (Metric for Evaluation of Translation with Explicit ORdering)
• Recall focus. F-score based on 1-grams, weighting recall 9 times as much.
•

§

modified precision for generated text d

⌘
#words(Dgn )
,0
#words(Dgt )

Word-order penalty of up to 50% if few longer n-gram matches exist.

ROUGE (Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation)
•
•

ROUGE-n. Fraction of ground-truth n-grams matching generated n-grams.
Variations compute F-score based on longest subsequences or skip 2-grams.
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Evaluation of NLG: Manual evaluation
§

Manual evaluation
•

§

Multiple human annotators assess the quality of a sample of generated texts.

Assessment
•
•
•

Absolute scores on a Likert scale (say, 1–5) or
relative ranking of candidates..
The mean or majority judgment of annotators
is used for evaluation.
As for corpora, inter-annotator agreement can
be computed to assess reliability.
Also, many other principles from lecture part IV apply here.

§

Quality dimensions
• What dimensions to be assessed, is to some
extent task-specific.
• A recent study showed that some dimensions
are very common. (van der Lee et al., 2019)
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Quality dimension
Fluency
Naturalness
Quality
Meaning preservation
Relevance
Grammaticality
Overall quality
Readability
Clarity
Manipulation check
Informativeness
Correctness

#
13
8
5
5
5
5
4
4
3
3
3
3

… others with count ≤ 2

35
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What is argumentation summarization?
§

Argumentation summarization
•
•
•

The generation of a summary from one or more argumentative texts.
Input. An argumentative text or a set of texts.
Output. A summary in terms of a short text, a set of key points, or similar.
Climate Change is causing the Earth to warm up measurably, and there are
already signs of disaster. I argue that this is happening because there are
scientific facts to prove it. Out of 918 peer-reviewed scientific papers on this
subject, 0% disagreed that climate change is happening, but in newspaper
articles, 53% were unsure. This proves that climate change is happening,
but scientists are having trouble conveying the information and other data
to the people of the world.
There is no doubt that climate change is causing global warming.
In a survey of 918 scientific papers, no one disagreed with this.
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Argumentation summarization: Example
§

How easy is summarizing argumentation for humans?
•

What would you see as the gist of the following argument pro abortion?
The Supreme Court decided that states can’t outlaw abortion because Prohibiting
abortion is a violation of the 14th Amendment, according to the Court, and the
constitution. Outlawing abortion is taking away a human right given to women.
In reality, a fetus is just a bunch of cells. It has not fully developed any vital
organs like lungs. This means that an abortion is not murder, it is just killing of
cells in the wound. If the child has no organs developed that would be vital for
the baby to survive outside the wound, than having an abortion is not murder.

§

What makes argumentation summarization challenging?
•
•

Argumentative texts may combine multiple claims and reasons.
What is most important, may be seen subjectively.

•

Unlike here, a good summary may often require rephrasing.
... among other challenges.
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Overview of argumentation summarization

§

How to model argumentation summarization computationally?
•

Extractive. Identify most important
units (or similar) and return them.

•

Abstractive. Reformulate the gist
of the arguments in new words or
paraphrases.
Single vs. multi. Whether the input
is one argumentative text, a whole
debate, or similar.

https://quotesgram.com

§

Selected approaches to argumentation summarization
• Multi-argument keyphrase clustering for online debates (Egan et al., 2016)
•
•
•

Abstractive summarization of texts using neural models (Wang and Ling, 2016)
Learning-based mapping of arguments to key points (Bar-Haim et al., 2020)
Extractive summarization of arguments with graph methods (Alshomary et al., 2020b)
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Extractive summarization of arguments (Alshomary et al., 2020b)
§

Task
•

Given an argumentative text, generate a two-sentence snippet that best
represents the gist of the argumentation.
The Supreme Court decided that states can’t outlaw abortion because Prohibiting
abortion is a violation of the 14th Amendment, according to the Court, and the
constitution. Outlawing abortion is taking away a human right given to women.
In reality, a fetus is just a bunch of cells. It has not fully developed any vital
organs like lungs. This means that an abortion is not murder, it is just killing of
cells in the wound. If the child has no organs developed that would be vital for
the baby to survive outside the wound, than having an abortion is not murder.

In reality, a fetus is just a
bunch of cells. This means
that an abortion is not
murder, it is just killing of
cells in the wound.

§

Research question
• How important are the context and argumentativeness of a sentence?

§

Approach in a nutshell
• Compute a representativeness score of each sentence from its centrality
in its context and its argumentativeness.
•

Return the two sentences with highest score in their original ordering.
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Extractive summarization of arguments: Snippets
§

§

Snippet
•

A short text that helps to assess
the relevance of a search result.

•

In general web search, a snippet
usually shows a content excerpt
containing the query terms.

Snippets in argument search
•
•
•

§

nuc le a r e n e r g y

Snippets are key to get an efficient overview of search results.
This is of special importance in argument search, where it is often not enough
to obtain only one relevant results.
Standard snippets may be not enough for arguments. (as in the example above)

What is a good argument snippet?
•
•

Hypothesis. A short text representing the gist of an argument, in terms of the
main claim and main reason supporting the claim.
The approach presented here generates query-independent snippets.
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Extractive summarization of arguments: Approach
§

§

•

An unsupervised method to recursively assess the
objective importance of a web page.

•

Main idea. A page is more important the more other
important pages link to it.

di‘
<a>
<a>

d

di
<a>

LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004)
• Adaptation of PageRank to assess the centrality of a sentence in a text.
•

§

...

PageRank (recap)

Main idea. A sentence is more important the more similar it is to other
important sentences in the same text.

LexRank for extractive summarization
• Compute LexRank score for all sentences in the context of an argument.
•

Bias the score to sentences that are argumentative.
X
sim(si , sj )
arg(si )
P
P (si ) = (1 ↵) ·
P (sj ) + ↵ · P
sk 6=sj sim(sj , sk )
sk arg(sk )
sj 6=si

Centrality as ”exclusive“ sentence similarity
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Extractive summarization of arguments: Realization
§

How to model context?
•

•

§

For debates, the other
arguments there serve
as suitable context.
In other scenarios,
arguments could be
clustered; each cluster
then is one context.

[...]
[...]
There
Thereare
arealso
alsoaalarge
largenumber
numberof
ofcouples
coupleswho
whowould
wouldlike
liketo
toadopt
adoptterminally
terminallyill
illbabies,
babies,
including
includingbabies
babieswith
withAIDS.
AIDS.

con
con

There
Thereare
arebetween
betweenone
oneand
andtwo
twomillion
millioninfertile
infertileand
andfertile
fertilecouples
couplesand
andindividuals
individualswho
who
would
wouldlike
liketo
toadopt
adoptchildren.
children.
By
Bystopping
stoppingabortions,
abortions,there
therewill
willbe
bemore
morechildren
childrenavailable
availableto
toadopt
adoptby
byfamilies
families
wanting
wantingto
toprovide
providethose
thoseunwanted
unwantedchildren
childrenaaforever
foreverhome.
home.
The
TheSupreme
SupremeCourt
Courtdecided
decidedthat
thatstates
statescan't
can'toutlaw
outlawabortion
abortionbecause
becauseProhibiting
Prohibitingabortion
abortion
isisaaviolation
violationof
ofthe
the14th
14thAmendment,
Amendment,according
accordingto
tothe
theCourt,
Court,and
andthe
theconstitution.
constitution.
Outlawing
Outlawingabortion
abortionisistaking
takingaway
awayaahuman
humanright
rightgiven
givento
towomen.
women.
in
inreality,
reality,aafetus
fetusisisjust
justaabunch
bunchof
ofcells.
cells.

pro
pro

ItIthas
hasnot
notfully
fullydeveloped
developedany
anyvital
vitalorgans
organslike
likelungs.
lungs.
This
Thismeans
meansthat
thatan
anabortion
abortionisisnot
notmurder,
murder,ititisisjust
justkilling
killingof
ofcells
cellsin
inthe
thewound.
wound.
IfIfthe
thechild
childhas
hasno
noorgans
organsdeveloped
developedthat
thatwould
wouldbe
bevital
vitalfor
forthe
thebaby
babyto
tosurvive
survive
outside
outsidethe
thewound,
wound,than
thanhaving
havingan
anabortion
abortionisisnot
notmurder.
murder.
IfIflife
lifeends
endswhen
whenthe
theheart
heartstops
stopsbeating,
beating,then
thenlife
lifebegins
beginswhen
whenthe
theheart
heartstarts
startsbeating.
beating.
Since
Sincethe
theheart
heartof
ofthe
thefetus
fetusbegins
beginsto
tobeat
beatby
by24
24days,
days,virtually
virtuallyall
allabortions
abortions(other
(other
than
than"emergency
"emergencycontraception")
contraception")stop
stopaabeating
beatingheart.
heart.
In
Infact,
fact,since
sincemost
mostabortion
abortionoccur
occurbetween
between4-6
4-6weeks,
weeks,they
theyalso
alsodestroy
destroyaafunctioning
functioning
brain.
brain.

How to compute similarity
and argumenativeness?
• Similarity. Cosine similarity between the sentences‘ embeddings.
[...]
[...]

Simply put, sentence embeddings generalize the idea of word embeddings to sentences.

•

Argumentativeness. Frequency of words from a discourse lexicon.
Argument mining performed worse in experiments, possibly due to hetereogeneous input.

§

Notice
• These are realization details that could be replaced.
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Extractive summarization of arguments: Results
§

Evaluation
•
•
•

§

Random

Data. Expert snippets for 50 args.me results
Automatic. Accuracy of snippet generation
Manual. Mean rank of representativeness
and readability (from 3 annotators)

LexRank

BertSum. Neural extractive summarization
Expert snippets. Ground-truth

40%

Centrality only

43%

Approach

44%

LexRank

2.47

BertSum

2.43

Approach
Expert snippets
Readability

§

36%

BertSum

Extractive summarization baselines
• Random. Selecting any 2 sentences
• LexRank. Simple PageRank for sentences
•
•

27%

1.95
1.66
Representativeness

Existing snippet generation baselines
•
•

Lucene. Query-dependent snippet generation
args.me. Using the beginning of arguments
(all snippets cut after 225 characters to mimic application)
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args.me
Approach

2.17
1.77
1.69
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Extractive summarization of arguments: Example
§

Argument returned to the query ”climate change“
Climate Change is causing the Earth to warm up measurably, and there are already signs of
disaster. I argue that this is happening because there are scientific facts to prove it. Out of 918
peer-reviewed scientific papers on this subject, 0% disagreed that climate change is happening,
but in newspaper articles, 53% were unsure. This proves that climate change is happening, but
scientists are having trouble conveying the information and other data to the people of the world.

§

Which snippet best represents the gist of the argument?
#1. Climate Change is
causing the Earth to warm
up measurably, and there are
already signs of disaster… I
argue that this is happening
because there are scientific

#2. Out of 918 peer-reviewed
scientific papers on this
subject, 0% disagreed that
climate change is happening,
but in newspaper articles, 53%
were unsure… This proves that

#3. Climate Change is
causing the Earth to warm
up measurably, and there
are already signs of disaster
... reviewed scientific papers
on this subject, 0%

facts to prove it…

climate change is happening, ...

disagreed that climate ...

args.me
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Abstractive summarization of texts (Wang and Ling, 2016)
§

Task
•

§

Approach
• Neural sequence-to-sequence model that
reads reasons and writes a claim.
•
•

§

§

Given several reasons on an issue, summarize them into one claim.

First, a subset of the reasons is sampled
by scoring their value for a summary.
Then, an attention-based LSTM learns
long-term dependencies.

Issue: This House would detain
terror suspects without trial.
(1) Governments must have powers to
protect their citizens against threats
to the life of the nation. (2) Everyone
would recognise that rules that are
applied in peacetime may not be
appropriate during wartime.

Data
• 676 debates with 2259 claims and 17,359
reasons from idebate.org.

Human. Governments must have
powers to protect citizens from harm.

Results
• BLEU 25.8 (Best extractive baseline 15.1)

Approach. Governments have the
obligation to protect citizens from
harmful substances.

Not better in terms of METEOR and ROUGE.
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Argumentation summarization: Discussion
§

§

How complex is argumentation summarization?
•

Summarization is a hard task in general, since a good summary may require
deep text understanding.

•
•

Abstractive summarization is notably more complex, but more human-like.
As usual, the more narrow the domain of texts, the better it may work.

What is a good argument summary?
• An argument summary should represent the main reasoning well.
• How much subjectiveness should be kept, depends on the application.
•

Not much research exists so far on how to best summarize argumentation.
The work of Alshomary et al. (2020b) is the first to explicitly raise this question.

§

Why argumentation summarization?
• Not only in argument search, short argument summaries are needed.
• Getting an overview of different or longer arguments is important in many
applications of computational argumentation.
Rationale behind: We cannot always consume all information out there.
Argument Generation, Henning Wachsmuth
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What is unit synthesis?
§

Unit synthesis
•

The generation of argumentative units for a given issue.
The unit could convey a stance, frame an aspect, provide evidence, or similar.

•
•

Input. An issue, along with knowledge on the issue represented in some way.
Output. A unit covering the knowledge on the issue.
sea patrols

§

”Having rescue boats makes even more people die trying.“

How to model unit synthesis computationally?
•
•

Approaches vary notably, due to differences in task definitions.
Composition. Given a knowledge base of concepts (with targets, stance, …),
compose a unit for some issue.

•
•

Sequence-to-sequence. Given a unit, rewrite it into another unit.
Language model. Given a concept or similar, trigger model-based generation
of the unit.
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Unit synthesis: Examples
§

How easy is unit synthesis for humans?
•

Given the following pool of targets and predicates, phrase reasonable units.
Examples taken from Bilu and Slonim (2016)

democratization
lack moral legitimacy
a global contribute is a source
great
anarchy language to stability of conflict
lead to great
truth and reconciliation
exhaustion
commissions
•

Great anarchy leads to
great exhaustion.

Given the following claim pro Trump‘s decision, rephrase it to a con claim.
Trump is right in recognizing
Jerusalem as Israel‘s capital

•

Democratization
contributes to stability.

Trump is making a huge
mistake on Jerusalem

Given the following claim, phrase a meaningful reason for it.
A university degree is
important for your career.
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Employers look at what
degree you have first.
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Overview of unit synthesis
§

What makes unit synthesis challenging?
•

Knowledge bases might not contain
suitable concepts for everything.

•

Connections between different concepts
build on world knowledge.
Both content and stance need to be
encoded properly.

•
•

Linguistic adaptations of grammar may
be necessary.
… among others.

§

Selected unit synthesis approaches
• Predicate recycling for claim synthesis (Bilu and Slonim, 2016; 2019)
• Neural style transfer for bias modification (Chen et al., 2018)
•
•

Sequence-to-sequence generation of opposing claims (Hidey and McKeown, 2019)
Neural target inference in conclusion generation (Alshomary et al., 2020a)
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Predicate recycling for claim synthesis (Bilu and Slonim, 2016)
§

Task
• Given a dataset of claims and a new target, generate a claim for the target.

§

Approach
• Recycle target and predicate from given claims in new claim.
•

Preprocessing. Parse given claims to extract stance-bearing predicates.
Predicate: Verb and its right modifiers, including sentiment words.

•

Generation. Sort predicates by similarity to target, then construct candidates.
Claim candidate: Target as subject, followed by predicate (linguistic adaptations via an off-the-shelf library).

•

Selection. Score each candidate using logistic regression.
Features: Length, n-gram matches with Wikipedia, ... (trained on dataset below)

§

Data
• For 67 iDebate topics, 28 claims generated based on claims from Wikipedia.
•

Each claim labeled as good or bad 5 times (majority label take then).
“Good“ means coherent and relevant to the topic.

§

Results
•

Mean precision 0.93@1, 0.75@10.
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Democratization contributes to stability.
Nuclear weapons cause lung cancer.
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Neural style transfer for bias modification (Chen et al., 2018)
§

Task
• Given a news headline with left (right) political
bias on an event, modify the bias to right (left)
while maintaining the event.
Headlines of biased news articles are often claim-like statements.

Trump is making a huge
mistake on Jerusalem
Trump is right in recognizing
Jerusalem as Israel‘s capital

§

Research question
• Can bias modification be tackled as a style transfer task?

§

Data
• Headlines of 2196 pairs of left-/right-biased articles from allsides.com.

§

Approach in a nutshell
•
•

Pre-train a neural sequence-to-sequence model on content of biased articles.
Fine-tune the model on generating one headline from the other.

•

Key idea. Use a cross-aligned autoencoder, to optimize the reconstruction of
content in both directions.

Argument Generation, Henning Wachsmuth
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Neural style transfer for bias modification: Approach
§

•

An unsupervised neural network that learns to
encode and decode input efficiently.
Network architectures of different complexity possible.

•
•

§

Encoding. Represent input in a compressed form.
Decoding. Reconstruct the original input from the
compressed form.

x1‘

x2‘

x3‘

x4‘

x5‘

x2

x3

x4

x5

encoded
form

x1

original input

Cross-aligned autoencoders for style transfer (Shen et al., 2017)
• Two autoencoders sharing the same encoded form, one
for each style A and B.
•

§

reconstructed input

Background: Autoencoder

By simultaneously training on texts with similar content,
the encoding represents content and decoding adds style.

Bias modification with cross-aligned autoencoders
• Represent input news headline with encoder of left bias.
•

Reconstruct encoded form of input with decoder of right bias. (or vice versa)
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Neural style transfer for bias modification: Results
§

Manual evaluation
•

Three annotators assessed 200 generated headlines in terms of event
maintenance (Fleiss‘ k = 0.51) and bias modification (k = 0.29).

Results
•
•
•
§

63.5% have a correctly maintained event.
52.0% have a correctly modified bias.
41.5% are correct in both regards.

Observations
• Despite much room for improvement, the
general idea seems to work.
• With more data, the syntax generated by
neural models gets much better.
• The main challenge is the maintenance
of semantics to the extent desired.
Argument Generation, Henning Wachsmuth

Obama accepts nomination, says
his plan leads to a ”better place“
Obama blasted re-election, saying
it a ”very difficult“ to go down.

Lackluster Obama: change is
hard, give me more time.
Real GOP: debate is right, and
more Trump
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Target inference in conclusion generation (Alshomary et al., 2020a)
§

Task
•

Given the premises of an argument, infer (the target of) its conclusion.
Due the task complexity, only the target inference is tackled in this work.

•
§

§

Motivation. The conclusion is often left implicit, since it is clear
in a given discussion or hidden on purpose.

Premise Premise
Premise

Hypothesis
• The conclusion target is related to the targets of the premises.

?
Conclusion

Data
• iDebate. 2259 arguments (Wang and Ling, 2016)
•
•

Essays-c. 2020 premise-conclusion arguments (Stab, 2017)
Essays-t. 402 conclusion-thesis arguments (Stab, 2017)
Each split into training, validation, and test set.

§

Apprach in a nutshell (two complementary sub-approaches)
•
•

Either, rank identified premise targets by their representativeness.
Or, match generated target embedding with target knowledge base.
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Target inference in conclusion generation: Overall idea

Forcing all children to
stay in school longer
Making sure [...] same
amount of time at school.

Parents who left school at a young age are also
more likely to have children who leave school early.
Forcing all children to stay in school longer will
help break this cycle of disadvantage.
Making sure that everyone gets the same amount of
time at school promotes equality.
Conclusion text generation

Target inference
Raising the school
leaving age

§

Raising the school leaving age promotes equal
opportunities.

Focus on targets
•
•

Stance classification

Parents who left
school at a young age

Target identification

Premises

con

pro

pro

Stance inference
pro

Conclusion

Target identification. State-of-the-art sequence labeling trained on targets of
Wikipedia claims. (Akbik et al., 2018; Bar-Haim et al., 2017a)
Target inference. Combination of knowledge and neural network. (see below)
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Background: Siamese and triplet neural networks
§

Siamese neural network (SNN)
•

y

Two networks sharing the same weights to transform
two inputs a and b into two outputs.

contrastive
loss

Thereby, the inputs are mapped to a learned embedding space.

•
•

§

The difference of outputs is quantified as a distance d.
Contrastive loss function. The learning objective is to
minimize d between similar inputs and to maximize it
for dissimilar inputs.

Triplet neural network (TNN)
• A TNN follows a similar idea to an SNN for
three inputs a, b, c.
• One input (say, b) is used to define distance.
• Triplet loss function. The learning objective is
to minimize the distance d between a and b
and to maximize it for b and c.
Argument Generation, Henning Wachsmuth

shared
weights
Input a

Input b

y
triplet loss

shared
weights

shared
weights
Input a

Input b

Input c
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Target inference in conclusion generation: Approaches
§

Inference approach a1: Premise target ranking
•
•

Idea. Pick the premise target that best represents the conclusion target.
Model. Supervised regression of a score for each candidate target.
Trained on Jaccard similarity of ground-truth premise and conclusion targets, following Wang and Ling (2016).

Inference approach a2: Embedding learning
c
• Idea. Pick the target from a given
knowledge base that best reflects
all top-scored premise targets.

Two-layer
feed forward
network

More details on next slide.

§

Hybrid approach
• Use a2 if predicted target overlaps
with any premise, otherwise a1.
Argument Generation, Henning Wachsmuth

f(si)

subset

Premises

Two-layer
feed forward
network

Triplet
loss
function

shared weights

c’

Other conclusion

...

...

shared weights

si

...

pk

...

p1 p2

...
...

Model. A TNN that maps mean
premise target embeddings to a
conclusion target embedding.

...

•

Correct conclusion

...

f(c)

...

§

Features. Length, position, sentiment, and similarity to other candidates

f(c’)
Two-layer
feed forward
network

...

•

Triplet neural network
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Target inference in conclusion generation: Learning
§

Learning of target embeddings
•
•

Compute means s1,..., sl of premise
target embeddings p1,..., pk.
Learn model f that transforms si to
resemble the conclusion target f(c)
and to not resemble wrong targets.
Cosine distance and random other targets used.

•

Loss function of TNN:
max d f (si ), f (c)
d f (si ), f (c0 ) + dmax , 0

§

Inference of conclusion target
• Map all candidate targets from the
knowledge base using f.
All conclusion targets from training set used.

•

Pick the mapped target that most
resembles the mean of all f(si).
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Learned
target embedding space

Default
target embedding space

s1

Transformation

p1

p2

f(s1)
s2

c

s3

correct

f(s2)
f(s3)

f(c)
correct

p3
f(c’)

c’

other

other

Learned
target embedding space

f(p2)
f(p1)
avg(f(si))

f(c)

Forcing all
Parents who children to stay
left school at in school longer
a young age
Raising
the school
leaving age

inferred

f(p3)
candidate
targets

Making sure that everyone
gets the same amount of
Ex
time at school
am
ple
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Target inference in conclusion generation: Results
§

Baselines
•

Seq2Seq*. Reimplementation of argument summarizer, with labeled targets.
(Wang and Ling, 2016)

•
•
§

Premise target (random). Pick one premise target randomly.
Embedding (mean). Pick candidate that most resembles premise targets.

Evaluation (many more results in paper)
• Automatic. BLEU score for 1- and 2-grams on each dataset
•

Manual. Percentage of fully or somewhat adequate targets on iDebate

Approach
iDebate Essays-c Essays-t
Seq2Seq*
4.4
–
–
Premise target (random)
3.9
2.2
8.8
Embedding (mean)
7.2
8.3
15.3
Premise target ranking
9.7
4.1
17.3
Embedding learning
9.2
8.3
27.9
Hybrid approach
10.0
8.2
27.9
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Fully Somewhat
5%
18%
–
–
–
–
56%
33%
50%
28%
55%
34%

Not
76%
–
–
11%
22%
11%
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Target inference in conclusion generation: Examples
§

Input: A set of premise targets
Example 1

how to use the mobile
phone

Example 2

Relocating to the best universities

Example 3

Saving the use of that kinds of
languages

Improving the pool of students
in this case

Phones
Online courses

to be respected and preserved

Having a mobile phone
the internet phones

§

Stanford University‘s online
course on Artificial Intelligence

language

Output: One conclusion target
Mobile phones

Online courses

the government

ground
truth

Phones

Online courses

language

ranking

Mobile phones

distance-learning

language acquisition
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Unit synthesis: Discussion
§

§

Effective unit synthesis
•

A gramatically correct argumentative unit can be generated easily based on
sentence templates (or similar).

•
•

Still, the use of unit synthesis technologies is still in its infancy.
The challenge lies in the generation of coherent, relevant, and meaningful text
in a given context.

How to synthesize units in practice?
•
•
•

§

There is not one best model: whether to compose, infer, rewrite, or elsewise
depends on the setting.
Monological settings. Starting from some kind of knowledge base necessary.
Dialogical settings. Starting from the previous utterance natural.

Unit synthesis vs. argument synthesis
• The distinction made here is conceptual wrt. the output being generated.
•

Some approaches can easily be extended to generate argument-like texts.

Argument Generation, Henning Wachsmuth
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What is argument synthesis?
§

Argument(ation) synthesis
•
•

The generation of an argument or longer argumentative text.
Input. An issue and stance, along with knowledge represented in some way.
A pool of argumentative units may be given, but units may also be retrieved or generated on-the-fly.

•

Output. A text arguing towards the given stance on the given issue.
Con towards
sea patrols

”Having rescue boats also may have negative effects.“

Pro towards
sea patrols

” If you wanna hear my view, I think that the EU
should allow sea patrols in the Mediterranean Sea.
Many innocent refugees will die if there are no
rescue boats. While having rescue boats may make
even more people die trying, nothing justifies to
endanger the life of innocent people. Got it?“

Argument Generation, Henning Wachsmuth

”Even more people may die trying, believing that they
may be rescued.“
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Argument synthesis: Example (Wachsmuth et al., 2018b; El Baff et al., 2019)
§

How do humans synthesize argumentation?
•

Issue. Should universities in Germany have tuition fees?

Stance. Con

Education and training are fundamental rights which the state, the society must provide.
Thus, the universities in Germany should not under any circumstances charge tuition fees.
One could argue that an increase in fees would allow institutions to be better equipped.
However fees result in longer durations of studies and longer durations are costly.
§

P

T

C

P

P

Pro

Thesis

Con

Pro

Pro

Idealized synthesis model
1. Select content that frames an issue in a way effective for a given stance.
2. Arrange the structure considering ordering preferences.
3. Phrase the style to match the audience and encoded means.

T

Select claims and reasons
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Arrange sequential structure

C

P

P

P

Phrase argument text
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Background: Rhetorical argumentation strategies
§

Rhetoric in synthesis
•

§

When arguing, humans usually follow a strategy
of how to persuade an audience.

Argumentation strategy (recap)
•
•

A rhetoric guiding principle followed in order to achieve persuasion.
Decides how to select, arrange, and phrase content.
Simply put, a strategy can be seen as a preference on the selection, arrangement, and phrasing.

•

Three means of persuasion (recap)

Logos
The use of
logically good
arguments.

Ethos
The demonstration
of a good character,
authority, and credibility.
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§

Encodes means of persuasion in language tuned towards the audience.

Pathos
The appeal to
certain emotions in
the listener/reader.
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Overview of argument synthesis
§

§

How to model argument synthesis computationally?
•
•
•

As with unit synthesis, diverse varations of the task exist.
Composition. Fill discourse templates with known concepts.
Retrieval-based. Find and compose relevant units, possibly with rephrasing.

•

Language model. Generate free text based on trigger concepts.

What makes argument synthesis challenging?
• Coherence and logic of stance and reasoning are particular problems.
But, basically, everything discussed for unit synthesis also holds here.

§

Selected argument synthesis approaches
• Discourse planning for argumentative texts (Zukerman et al., 2000; Carenini and Moore, 2006)
•
•

Knowledge-based generation of Toulmin arguments (Reisert et al., 2015)
Retrieval and feature-based scoring of units for longer texts (Sato et al., 2015)

•
•

Language modeling for arguments with rhetorical strategies (El Baff et al., 2019)
Retrieval and neural generation of counters (Hua and Wang, 2018; Hua et al., 2019)

•

Neural generation of aspect-based counterarguments (Schiller et al., 2020)

Argument Generation, Henning Wachsmuth
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Argument synthesis via language modeling (El Baff et al., 2019)
§

Task
•

Given a set of units for any issue and stance, along with a rhetorical strategy,
synthesize an argumentative text following the strategy.

+
a set of units

§

à
rhetorical strategy

T

C

P

P

P

argument (5 units)

Two basic strategies considered
logos-oriented
(logical reasoning)

pathos-oriented
(emotional reasoning)

§

Research question
• How to mimic human synthesis computationally for unseen issues?

§

Data (Wachsmuth et al., 2018b)
• 13 arguments with 5 units, each for 10 issue-stance pairs and 2 strategies.
Each argument was manually composed from 1 thesis, 3 pro, and 1 con unit out of a pool of 20 units for each pair.
Argument Generation, Henning Wachsmuth
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Argument synthesis via language modeling: Approach
§

A language modeling view
•

Language. Units are ”words“, arguments are ”sentences“
Insertion of discourse markers ignored here

•
§

Model. Probabilities of unit sequences for issue, stance, and strategy

Abstraction from issue
• Map largely issue-specific units to issue-independent unit types
C

P

P

P

P

T

P

P

C

C

T

P

P

...

T

P

à

A

B

à
C

Training arguments

E
D

F

B

C

Unit type mapping

Unit types via clustering
(style features, 6 clusters worked best)

§

Synthesis approach: Select, arrange, phrase... reinterpreted
A B C D C

à

à

Computational Argumentation Synthesis as a Language Modeling Task, Henning Wachsmuth

T

C

P

P

P
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Argument synthesis via language modeling: Realization
§

§

Training (once on all training arguments of each strategy)
Select. Language model
for unit type sequences

Arrange. Language model
for unit role sequences

Phrase. Regression model
for argument coherence

(2-grams worked best)

(3-grams worked best)

(predicts 2-gram probability)

P( A | A ) = .08
P( B | A ) = .02
...

P(
P(

|
|

...

) = .01
) = .35

y(
y(

,
,

C
T

T
P

...

) = .03
) = .02

Application (given units for unseen issue-stance pair + strategy)

Select. Create all arguments
for top unit type sequence

Arrange. Keep those with
top unit role sequence

Phrase. Pick argument
with highest coherence

A B C D C
T

C

P

P

P

T

C

P

P

P

T‘

C‘

P‘

P‘

P‘

T‘

C‘

P‘

P‘

P‘

C“

P“

P“

P“

T“

...
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Argument synthesis via language modeling: Evaluation
§

Leave-one-out cross validation
•
•

Train strategy-specific models on 9 issue-stance pairs, synthesize for 10th.
Evaluation. Does argument match any of 13 human arguments?
2,534,400 possible unit sequences for each issue-stance pair

§

•

Metric. Unit n-gram overlap (once w/o, once w/ arrangement)

•

Baseline. Select and arrange 1 thesis, 1 con, and 3 pro units randomly.

Results (here only for pathos-oriented arguments)
w/o arrangement
100%

82 88

50%

39

17% of synthesized
3-grams exist in the
13 human arguments

48
11

17

0%
1-gram

2-gram

3-gram

2

82 88

Baseline
Approach
12

4

4-gram

w/ arrangement

1-gram

20

2-gram

1

0

3-gram

0

0

4-gram

•

The issue-independent approach works promising for sub-arguments only.

•

Strategies are visible in the synthesized arguments. (see next slide)
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Argument synthesis via language modeling: Examples
§

Issue. Should universities in Germany have tuition fees?

§

Synthesized logos argument

Stance. Against

Universities should not charge tuition fees in Germany. Even though to oblige
non-academics to finance others’ degrees through taxes is not just, this would
impede or prevent access to those who are financially weaker. If a university
lacks the funds, sponsors must be found. There are other instruments to
motivate tighter discipline while studying.
§

Synthesized pathos argument
Education must not be a question of money in a wealthy society such as
Germany. One could argue that an increase in tuition fees would allow institutions
to be better equipped. But studying and taking higher degrees must remain a basic
right for everyone, and longer durations of studies are costly. The universities in
Germany should not under any circumstances charge tuition fees.
Argument Generation, Henning Wachsmuth
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Retrieval and neural generation of counters (Hua et al., 2019)
§

Task
• Given an argument, generate a coherent paragraph-level counterargument.

§

Approach
Approach Bleu Rouge
• Retrieve relevant paragraphs from 12M articles.
• Rank them by keyphrase overlap with arguments. Retrieval
7.6
8.6
Seq2Seq*
8.3
13.8
• Filter those with con stance to argument.
Based on the stance classification approach of Bar-Haim et al. (2017a).
Approach 12.0
14.9
• Select and arrange sentence representations.
Approach
R&S C.R.
• Choose style of sentences based on relevance.
Human
4.23 4.39
• Phrase the counterargument word-by-word.
Bi-LSTM Seq2Seq with attention, optimized over all 3 generation steps.
Retrieval
3.04 3.68
Seq2Seq* 2.67 2.47
Data
Approach
2.97 2.93
• 300k ChangeMyView counterargument pairs.

§

scale 1–5 (5 best)

§

Results (details in paper)
• Automatic. Better than retrieval approach and other neural models.
• Manualy. Not better than retrieval in relevance&stance and content richness.
Argument Generation, Henning Wachsmuth
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Retrieval and neural generation of counters: Example
§

Argument
The wage gap isn’t about gender. [...] So one factor definitely the fact that there are
some government jobs that are seriously dominated by women and happen to pay really
low [...]

§

Synthesized counterargument
the problem with this argument is that the wage gap does not have to do with the gender
pay gap . it is a fact that women are more likely to be able to take care of their children
than their male counterparts . this is not to say that it is unfair to assume that women
are being paid less than men , but that does not mean that it is not the case that women
are discriminated against . it is not a matter of the wage gap,it is a matter of opinion. it
is the job of the employer to make sure that the job is not the same as the other
Bold: Terms decoded from keyphrase encodings
Argument Generation, Henning Wachsmuth
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Argument synthesis: Discussion
§

Effective argument synthesis
•
•
•

§

How to synthesize arguments in practice?
• Approaches that compose existing units seem more reliable so far.
•
•

§

The effectiveness of most existing synthesis approaches is rather limited.
So far, works reliably only for short texts, if at all.
Synthesis of longer coherent and logical argumentative texts is still unsolved.

More free (neural) text generation is on the rise, also for arguments.
A controlled neural generation may be promising, e.g., starting from prototype
sentence templates. (Guu et al., 2018)

Why argument synthesis?
• Increase of the capabilities of debating technologies, such as Project Debater.
•
•

Support in argumentative writing through auto-completion or similar.
Potential creation of really new, not yet known arguments?

Argument Generation, Henning Wachsmuth
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Synthesis from an output perspective
§

Argument reconstruction
•
•
•

§

Argument modification
• Reuse. How to recycle argument parts in other contexts? (Bilu and Slonim, 2016)
•
•

§

Enthymemes. How to obtain missing argument parts? (Alshomary et al., 2020a)
Implications. How to infer the intended claims? (Wang and Ling, 2016)
Defragmentation. How to get full arguments from dialogue?

Style transfer. How to rewrite stylistic aspects of arguments? (Chen et al., 2018)
Rebuttal. How to generate counterarguments to arguments? (Hua et al., 2019)

Argument creation
• Coherence. How to compose longer argumentative discourse? (El Baff et al., 2019)
•
•

Innovation. How to create really new units and arguments? (Bilu et al., 2019)
Impact. Can computers contribute to societal discussions?
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Conclusion
§

Argument generation
•
•
•

Summarization of argumentative texts
Synthesis of argumentative units
Synthesis of arguments and full argumentative texts

The EU should allow
sea patrols…

[...]
[...]

§

Summarization of argumentative texts
• Summaries may be based on one or multiple texts

There
Thereare
arealso
alsoaalarge
largenumber
numberof
ofcouples
coupleswho
whowould
wouldlike
liketo
toadopt
adoptterminally
terminallyill
illbabies,
babies,
including
includingbabies
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withAIDS.
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arebetween
betweenone
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andtwo
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infertileand
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couplesand
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•
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Extractive and abstractive approaches exist
In a way, the gist of arguments needs to be found
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